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8th December 2017

Cobalt Blue's Joe Kaderavek discusses recent developments in Proactive
Q&A Sessions™

Cobalt Blue Ltd's (ASX:COB) shares have tripled to around $0.57 over the past two months, as the company
continues to add substantially feasibility studies centred upon its Thackaringa project in New South Wales.
The company has also been meeting with senior Korean and Japanese financial and cobalt industry teams.
Cobalt Blue has the potential to become a top five global producer of cobalt sulphate.
We are joined exclusively by chief executive officer, Joe Kaderavek, in Proactive's Q&A Sessions™ to discuss the
company's recent developments.
Proactive Investors: Welcome Joe.
Proactive Investors: You previously mentioned key differences between Thackaringa and other projects,
particularly laterite projects, can you elaborate?
Joe Kaderavek: Thackaringa ore is completely different to a laterite deposit. The ore is essentially 20% pyrite
(sulphide) mixed with 80% quartz/feldspar.
The recent breakthrough in using simple and low-cost gravity separation technique takes advantage of the difference
in weight of sulphide (hosting the cobalt) versus quartz/feldspar.
The heavy sulphide separates easily. We therefore only need to process 20% of mined ore (sulphide) in a refinery.
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For laterite projects, such simple upgrading is not available and they need to process the entire ore mass through the
refinery, an expensive operation consuming large quantities of acid and typically needing strong by-product credits
from nickel to be profitable.
While open-pit mines will have similar mining costs per tonne of ore, Thackaringa has a clear advantage over its
Australian laterite peers, because it can upgrade the low-grade ore into a concentrate, prior to incurring the high per
tonne costs associated with refining.
This is summarised in the following graph which compares ore grades from Australian explorers/developers.
Most of the laterite deposits will need to refine the ore at 0.1-0.2%, whereas Thackaringa will be refining concentrate
at 0.4-0.5% cobalt.

Proactive Investors: Why did you recently raise $2.5 million?
Joe Kaderavek: We received strong feedback from our recent Korean and Japanese visits. Battery makers want
access to cobalt sulphate product for acceptance testing.
This ranges from small samples for purity to large scale sampling (200-300kgs) for production testing (ie: converting
into a physical battery).
This approach requires the company to produce suitable amounts of test sample to engage with key global battery
makers.
We decided to raise the additional funds required to make these samples.
The money was placed with high conviction (institutional quality) investors who are interested in the long term success
of our business.
Proactive Investors: Why has your share price appreciated rapidly over the last 4 weeks?
Joe Kaderavek: The recent metallurgical breakthrough has caught the markets attention.
Further, our timeline, focussed upon PFS delivered by mid-2018 is getting traction. Investors are pre-positioning their
portfolios in anticipation of this event.
From our view, these new investors include long term holders and specialised resources funds, based domestically
and increasingly from overseas.
Given the significant valuation difference between COB and international cobalt developers, the current discount in
the stock is simply not justified.
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Proactive Investors: Broker coverage has recently started for the company, why is that important?
Joe Kaderavek: Yes, Blue Oceans Equities, an institutionally focussed broking house, has drafted an initial project
evaluation.
Their view is that the Thackaringa Project displays solid economics and longevity. Our ability to significantly enhance
the head grade, deporting only 20% of mass to our refinery is a key catalyst.
Their research piece is available on the Cobalt Blue website ACCESS REPORT HERE.
Our processing, which is focussed upon production of elemental sulphur (not sulphuric acid) and our simple leaching
(compare to a larger and more expensive High Pressure Acid Leach vessel used to process laterites) are also key
positives.
They believe, based on current market prices, the company could be worth A$1.2 billion.
That’s a long way above our current A$40 million market capitalisation.
Proactive Investors: Finally, what key milestone news flow should investors look out for heading into, and
during, 2018?
Joe Kaderavek: Investors can look forward to updates on the Thackaringa Drilling Program targeting a 40 million
tonne Indicated Resource, as well as PFS testwork updates on the remaining parts of our processing. We expect to
have our first battery quality cobalt sulphate by January.
Looking into 2018, Cobalt Blue is aiming to deliver the upgraded resource by the 1st April 2018 and then shortly
thereafter a full PFS by 30 June 2018.
Proactive Investors: Thank-you Joe.

Proactive Investors Australia is the market leader in producing news, articles and research reports on ASX
emerging companies with distribution in Australia, UK, North America and Hong Kong / China.
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Disclaimer

You understand and agree that no content published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or
investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their
affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities,
transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company
related products and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand
and agree that contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their
own account. In cases where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is
made.
However, you understand and agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the
securities written about. You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are
made using such data, and that neither such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or
any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously
published information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon. The contributors make every effort to ensure that the information
and material contained in this report is accurate and correct and has been obtained from reliable sources. However, no representation is made
about the accuracy or completeness of the information and material and it should not be relied upon as a substitute for the exercise of independent
judgment. Proactive Investors does not accept any liability, including negligence, for any loss or damage arising from the use of, or reliance on, the
material contained in this report. There are general risks associated with any investment in securities. Investors should be aware that these risks
might result in loss of income and capital invested.

WARNING: No recipients should rely on any recommendation (whether express or implied) contained in this document without obtaining specific
advice from their advisers. All investors should therefore consider the appropriateness, in light of their own objectives, financial situation and/or
needs, before acting on the advice.
DISCLOSURE: The Company, its directors, associates, employees or representatives may not effect a transaction upon its or their own account in the
investments referred to in this report or any related investment until the expiry of 24 hours after the report has been published.
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